
CAM Policy

The City of Brampton’s 1st Corporate Asset 
Management Plan (CAMPlan) aligns with 
the International Infrastructure Management 
Manual’s (IIMM) Asset Management Plan 
framework and it exceeds the Ministry of 
Infrastructure’s “Building Together - Guide for 
Municipal Asset Management Plans”. 

This Plan:
• Demonstrates that due regard is being 

given to the long-term stewardship and 
sustainability of the asset base.

• Provides commitment that assets will be 
maintained in compliance with regulations.

• Demonstrates that Levels of Service are 
being met in an effective and efficient 
manner, while balancing risks.

• Identifies asset management strategies and 
systems that inform the evidence-based 
decision making process.

• Communicates and justifies funding 
requirements.

The following principles will form the foundation 
of the Corporate Asset Management Program.
• Customer Focused
• Defendable  

decision making
• Risk Management
• Regulatory  

Driven
• Innovation
• Sustainable
• System-based
• Whole-lifecycle  

Perspective

The assets covered by the CAMPlan are valued 
at a total replacement cost of $5.1 billion (Net 
Present Value 2016) excluding Land. 

TECHNOLOGY

PEOPLE

PROCESSASSETS

STRATEGY

75% of the City’s 
infrastructure is in 
Good or Very Good 
condition while 
roughly less than  
9% of total 
infrastructure is in 
Very Poor or Poor 
condition. 

Overall, the City’s 
Condition Trend in 
the next 10 years is 
Declining.

Assets exist for the purpose of supporting the delivery of City services to its customers. Levels of 
service is defined by the IIMM as “defined service quality for a particular activity or service area 
against which service performance may be 
measured”.  Service Levels usually relate to quality, 
quantity, reliability, responsiveness, environmental 
acceptability and cost.

Ultimately, desired levels of service determine 
resources as well as funding strategies and can 
be measured by the following Levels of Service 
framework.

What is  
Asset Management?

Section 2 - Introductions

Section 3 - State of Local  
Infrastructure: What do we own?

Section 4 - Desired Levels of Service

What is the Current State of Our Assets?

STATE OF LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE – CITY OF BRAMPTON 

Total Replacement Value: 
$5.1B (excluding Land);
(Total Replacement 
Value/$100K of Residential 
Assessment) $8,069.72;
Overall Condition: Good

** Amounts may not add due to roundingInformation Technology
Replacement: $56.9M

Condition: Good

Transit
Replacement: $352.3M

Condition: Very Good

Corporate Facilities
Replacement: $979.9

Condition: Good

Stormwater
Replacement: $1.1B

Condition: Good

Transportation
Replacement: $2.1B

Condition: Good

Fire
Replacement: $27.7M

Condition: Fair

Fleet
Replacement: $49.7M

Condition: Good

Parks and Recreation
Replacement: $430.7M

Condition: Very Good
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Contact Us

Vanessa Chau
Manager, Corporate Asset Management

Ph: 905-874-3658
Email: vanessa.chau@brampton.ca
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The City of Brampton has a current 
infrastructure gap of approximately  
$200 million in 2016. At existing funding levels 
this gap will continue to grow to a projected 
gap of $650 Million over the next 10 years. 
The City must continue to make investments in 
our infrastructure while accelerating the CAM 
Roadmap to ensure optimized evidence based 
decision making.

The City has adopted a Corporate Asset 
Management Roadmap with the ISO 55000 
as the backbone to implement the Asset 
Management Strategies which will provide the 
following benefits: 
• Assets are managed on principles of sustain-

ability, continuous improvement and simplicity.
• Integration of corporate priorities is enabled 
• Reliable data with the integrity to meet or sur-

pass regulatory demands.
• Outcome of decisions on triple bottom line can 

be quantified (social, environmental, economic).
• Lifecycle cost is minimized and business plan-

ning processes  are linked to Capital budget 
needs. 

• Return on corporate investment is maximized.

Section 6 - Financing Strategy

Section 7 - Corporate Asset  
Management Roadmap

The CAM Roadmap includes a detailed list of 
improvement initiatives in order to ensure that 
the City’s Asset Management Plan is relevant 
and useful.  
• Formally adopt levels of service, and develop a 

corporate Levels of Service framework.
• Cover the other services not currently covered 

in this first version of the Plan and expand the 
major service areas assets in greater depth. 

• Development of Service Area Departmental 
Asset Management Plans.

• Periodic Review of the State of Asset Manage-
ment for CAM Program Performance Tracking.

• Implementation of evidence-based investment 
planning process through business case 
evaluations, long term financial planning and 
budgeting processes.

• Integration and data quality governance of 
asset management information.

Section 5 - Asset  
Management Strategies

The City will apply the findings in the Asset 
Management Program towards future budgets 
to prioritize investments, targeting service areas 
with asset bases that contribute significantly to 
the infrastructure gap or service levels. 

In developing a long-term funding strategy 
that identifies options for addressing the 
infrastructure gap, the following funding tools are 
considered:
• Continued investment of minimum 2% 

infrastructure levy
• Federal /Provincial funding
• Stormwater rate supported funding
• User fees supported funding
• Development supported funding
• Debt Financing
• Alternative Service Delivery


